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This paper addresses some advances in the theoretical description of molecular spectroscopy beyond the
Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation. A solution of the nuclear dynamics problem complicated by
the EXE Jahn-Teller effect and spin-orbit coupling is considered for the case of the CF3O and CF3S radicals,
all the model parameters being obtained solely from ab initio calculations without any adjustment to
experimental numbers. Vibrational and vibronic model parameters were calculated at the equation-of-motion
coupled cluster level of theory with basis sets of triple-ú quality. The spin-orbit coupling in X̃2E CF3O and
CF3S was parametrized by means of a perturbative solution of the full Breit-Pauli spin-orbit operator. Spin-
vibronic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions were computed in a basis set of products of electronic, electron spin,
and vibrational functions. Results demonstrate the importance of explicit inclusion of the spin-orbit coupling
and at least cubic Jahn-Teller terms in the model Hamiltonian for the high precision evaluation of spin-
vibronic energy levels of CF3O and CF3S. The theoretical results support and complement the spectroscopic
data observed for these species.

Introduction

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation1 has been one of the
cornerstones of modern molecular and chemical physics, and it
will remain such in many cases when an approximate separation
of the nuclear and electronic motion can be valid. However, a
recent review2 has indicated the growth of interest from both
theoreticians and experimentalists in studying nonadiabatic
dynamics and its manifestation in molecular spectroscopy when
the nuclear motion is ruled by two or more potential energy
surfaces corresponding to vibronically coupled electronic states.
High-resolution experimental techniques (such as femtosecond
real-time spectroscopy,3 laser-induced spectroscopy coupled with
supersonic free jet cooling,4,5 rotationally resolved stimulated
emission pumping,6 etc.) have been elaborated to reveal more
spectral features and to produce more information about nuclear
dynamics. On the other hand, the accuracy of modern theoretical
methods has increased significantly due to the development of
advanced techniques in electronic structure theory and the
growth of computational capacities. Hence, this joint progress
of experiment and first-principle theory stimulates a new interest
in the study of nonadiabatic effects, which may have a
significant impact on the spectroscopic and structural properties
of a large variety of molecules and radicals.

A breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic ap-
proximation is expected in the case of close-lying electronic
states and conical intersections due to a nonvanishing derivative
couplingFij ) 〈Ψi|∇QΨj〉 between two adiabatic electronic states
Ψi and Ψj, where the gradient∇Q is a vector in the nuclear
coordinate (Q) space.2 Approaching the conical intersection of
the corresponding adiabatic potential energy surfaces, the
derivative couplingFij becomes singular, giving rise to a

vibrational-electronic (Vibronic) interaction so that the traditional
Born-Oppenheimer approximation becomes meaningless. In
this case, the nuclear dynamics problem must be solved for a
manifold of coupled electronic states assumed to be well-
separated from the others. Nonadiabatic derivative coupling
terms can be negligibly small upon the unitary transformation
of an adiabatic basis set to a new basis called diabatic2,7 (or
approximately diabatic for a general case of polyatomic
molecules, see the discussion in ref 8). The kinetic part of the
nuclear Hamiltonian becomes diagonal. In contrast, the potential
energy matrix constructed in terms of diabatic electronic states
contains off-diagonal elements responsible for the coupling
between electronic states.2 The problems related to the adiabatic
states such as the geometry dependent (Berry) phase9 that is
acquired by an adiabatic electronic wavefunction transposed
around the intersection10,11 (see also a recent analysis12 of the
Berry phase for the ozone molecule) can be avoided using the
concept of diabatic electronic states that are single-valued
because the corresponding derivative coupling should vanish.

We consider a case of symmetry-required conical intersec-
tions13 induced by the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect14 as the source
of the structural instability of high-symmetry nuclear configura-
tions of polyatomic systems.15,16The nuclear dynamics for the
2-fold degenerate electronic term can be described beyond the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation by means of the 2× 2
diabatic potential energy matrix2,16

FunctionsB andC refer to the JT vibronic coupling between
two components of the degenerate electronic state. ElementA
is a so-called unperturbed potential surface2 that contains no
vibronic coupling but may include anharmonic effects. Because

the JT adiabatic potentialsε( ) A ( xC2+B2 are eigenvalues
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of eq 1, the diabatic matrix in our case can be constructed solely from the two adiabatic surfacesε( that can be calculated routinely
using an appropriate quantum chemistry method; knowledge of the adiabatic electronic wavefunctions is not required. Due to symmetry
restrictions it is sufficient to determineA andB in eq 1, theC element is expressed viaB. The adiabatic potential energy surfaces

ε( ) A ( xC2+B2, fragments of which are depicted in Figure 1a, contain the singularity at the point of conical intersection
while the elements of the diabatic potential energy matrixV11, V22, V12 in eq 1 are smooth functions of nuclear coordinates. The
diabatic potential energy surfacesV11 andV22 in Figure 1b still intersect but in the one-dimensional subspace (there is no conical
intersection).

The vibronic matrix elements in eq 1 can be approximated as Taylor series in the nuclear coordinate space at the point of conical
intersection. The linear Jahn-Teller terms dominate in this expansion because the electronic degeneracy is lifted in a linear
way at the vicinity of conical intersection (Figure 1a), giving rise to the well-know “Mexican hat” adiabatic potential surface.16

The Taylor expansion of the vibronic termsB andC in eq 1 is usually truncated at the second-order coupling (see references in ref
16), which may not be quite enough for the most accurate description of the JT dynamics. The authors of ref 17 showed the impor-
tance of extension of the model Hamiltonian of2E′ NO3 beyond the linear and quadratic JT couplings using vibronic parame-
ters of up to the sixth order. There is a distinct lack of theoretical calculations with inclusion of JT terms of higher than
second order. The JT Hamiltonians for different vibrational modes do not commute and cannot be treated separately. Therefore,
the multimode vibronic coupling cannot be neglected in polyatomic molecules.2 Anharmonic effects, mostly ignored in JT calcula-
tions, should also be included, as they may be responsible for the warping of the JT potential energy surfaces18 that can affect the
vibronic dynamics. Finally, the spin-orbit coupling (if it is not small) should be explicitly introduced into the model Hamil-
tonian. The role of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in quenching the Jahn-Teller effect and vice versa has been discussed in the
literature.4,19,20

In this paper we report the results of a computational study of the nuclear dynamics in the ground electronic state X˜ 2E of the
CF3O and CF3S radicals that are fluorinated analogs of the methoxy radical CH3O. An accurate prediction of molecular properties
of the methoxy family radicals CL3X (ligandL ) H, F; X ) O, S) as important intermediates in environmental chemistry is critical
for practical applications. The CF3O and CF3S radicals have been studied experimentally and theoretically (see refs 20 and 21 and
therein).

Computational Details

Spin-Vibronic Model. There are six normal vibrations (Q) determined for theC3V symmetry nuclear configuration of CF3X (X
) O, S): symmetric CX stretchingQ1(A1), CF3 stretchingQ2(A1), CF3 deformationQ3(A1), asymmetric CF3 stretchingQ4(E), FCF
deformation (scissors)Q5(E), and FCX deformationQ6(E). As predicted by the Jahn-Teller theorem,14 the ground electronic state
X̃ 2E, possessing a molecular orbital of E symmetry occupied by an unpaired electron, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling is
expected to be unstable (Ef A′ + A′′) with respect to distortion of the equilibrium nuclear configuration along the asymmetric (JT
active) vibrational modes with appearance of a conical intersection at theC3V symmetry point and three equivalent minima ofCs

symmetry on the low branch of the potential energy surface.
The nonzero spin-orbit coupling in the methoxy family species can significantly reduce the JT effect.4,20According to our previous

computations,21-23 the JT distortions in the sulfur-centered species (CH3S and CF3S) are totally quenched by the strong SOC, meaning
that theC3V symmetry of the equilibrium nuclear configuration is preserved. On the other hand, the CH3O and CF3O radicals are
structurally distorted by the JT effect accompanied by a relatively small SOC. This conclusion is in agreement with results of the
earlier laser-induced spectroscopy study of these species.4,20

Our analysis21-23 of the Jahn-Teller effect in X̃ 2E CL3X indicates that these species are strongly nonadiabatic systems that
require a treatment beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by means of a variational solution of the nuclear Schro¨dinger
equation for two strongly coupled electronic states correlating to the 2-fold degenerate electronic state at theC3V symmetry nuclear
configuration. The interplay of Jahn-Teller and spin-orbit couplings in X̃2E CL3X gives rise to spin-vibronic interactions so that
neither of these effects can be neglected; they must be treated on an equal footing. In the absence of external magnetic fields the
total Hamiltonian commutes with the time-reversal operator so that at least the 2-fold degeneracy (Kramers degeneracy) with respect
to spin is expected for a system with an odd number of electrons in addition to the spatial degeneracy.24 The spinless matrix in eq
1 should be modified accordingly to account for the vibronic coupling between two Kramers doublets.

The approximate spin-vibronic model Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of electrons and nuclei in the ground electronic state
X̃ 2E of CF3O and CF3S is obtained in terms of four complex-valued diabatic spin-orbitalsΦi with the use of findings in refs 4, 20
25-27 (see also details of our previous dynamics studies22,23 of the CH3O and CH3S radicals):

where complex-valued nuclear basis functionsø are constructed for each electronic stateΦi as products of one-dimensional and
two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator eigenstates;T̂ is the nuclear kinetic energy operator; matrix elements of the electronic
HamiltonianV0 ) 〈Φi|Ĥe|Φi〉 andV+ - ) (V- +)* ) 〈Φ2,4|Ĥe|Φ1,3〉 are spinless vibrational and vibronic potential energy functions,

((T̂ + V0 - 1
2
aúe) - E V-+ 0 0

V+- (T̂ + V0 + 1
2
aúe) - E 0 0

0 0 (T̂ + V0 + 1
2
aúe) - E V-+

0 0 V+- (T̂ + V0 - 1
2
aúe) - E

)(ø(Φ1)
ø(Φ2)
ø(Φ3)
ø(Φ4)

) ) 0 (2)
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respectively; and the value ofaúe ) 2|(〈Φi|ĤSO|Φi〉| (where
ĤSO is a spin-orbit operator) refers to the magnitude of the
spin-orbit splitting in X̃ 2E CF3O and CF3S. The electronic
basis states (Φ1, Φ4) and (Φ2, Φ3) are two Kramers doublets
transformed in accordance with the doubleC3V symmetry
group28-30 representations E3/2 and E1/2, respectively. The
nuclear problem can be solved for just one of the blocks in eq
2 distinguished only upon time reversal.

For the sake of simplicity, we can assume that the spin-
orbit operator ĤSO does not depend on the nuclear coor-
dinates at least in the vicinity of the conical intersection
and it can be treated in the phenomenological manner asĤSO

) aL̂Ŝ using the molecule-fixed axis projections of the elec-
tronic orbital L̂R and electronic spinŜR momenta (R ) x, y, z)
and excluding the spin-orbit coupling between the states of
different L and S, the a quantity being a constant. The elec-
tronic basis setΦi can be expressed in terms of products of
spatial electronic wavefunctions|Λ〉 and spin electronic
states|S, ms〉 asΦ1 ) |-1〉|1/2, -1/2〉, Φ2 ) |+1〉|1/2, -1/2〉,
Φ3 ) |-1〉|1/2, +1/2〉, andΦ4 ) |+1〉|1/2, +1/2〉, where the
value of Λ ) (1 distinguishes two complex components of
the degenerate electronic state. According to the literature,4,28

the phenomenological spin-orbit operator ĤSO ) aL̂Ŝ is
diagonal in the basis ofΦi due to theC3V symmetry of the
molecules of interest and the time-reversal properties of
functionsΦi: only elements〈Λ|aL̂z|Λ〉〈ms|Ŝz|ms〉 ) -aúeΛms

are nonvanishing.28 Thus, in terms of the model presented
above we can describe the spin-orbit coupling in X̃2E CL3X
by using a single parameteraúe equal to the value of spin-
orbit splitting in the X̃2E electronic state at the point of the
conical intersection corresponding to theC3V symmetry nu-
clear configuration. A value ofaúe can be derived from
spectroscopic data4 or can be calculated ab initio. We calculate
the value ofaúe using the microscopic (Breit-Pauli) spin-orbit
operator (see details below). Applying this approximation, we
should clarify that, unlike the simplified model ofĤSO ) aL̂zŜz

used to define a spin-orbit operator in the present study, the
Breit-Pauli operator as shown in ref 31 (in the one-electron
approximation) may not be strictly diagonal in terms of the
electronic basis functionsΦi introduced in eq 2, and it becomes
diagonal in the new diabatic basis obtained as a linear combina-
tion of Φi.31

The electronic potential matrix elementsV0 and V+ - )
(V- +)* are expressed through symmetry-adapted Taylor series

Figure 1. Fragments of (a) the adiabatic potential energy surfaces and (b) diagonal elements of the diabatic potential energy matrix for X˜ 2E
CF3O in the vicinity of a conical intersection whereQa and Qb are dimensionless real components of the degenerate FCO-deformation normal
mode.

TABLE 1: Nonzero Matrix Elements of Operators Q(
n (n ) 0-4) and Q+

mQ-
n (m, n ) 1 or 2)a

〈V, l|V, l〉 ) 1
〈V ( 1, l + 1|Q+|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l + 1 ( 1)/2γ]1/2

〈V ( 1, l - 1|Q-|V, l〉 ) [(V - l + 1 ( 1)/2γ]1/2

〈V, l ( 2|Q(
2|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l + 2)(V - l)]1/2/γ

〈V ( 2, l + 2|Q+
2|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l ( 2)(V ( l + 2 ( 2)]1/2/2γ

〈V ( 2, l - 2|Q-
2|V, l〉 ) [(V - l ( 2)(V - l + 2 ( 2)]1/2/2γ

〈V, l|Q+Q-|V, l〉 ) (V + l)/γ
〈V ( 2, l|Q+Q-|V, l〉 ) [(V + l + 1 ( 1)(V - l + 1 ( 1)]1/2/2γ
〈V ( 3, l + 3|Q+

3|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l + 3 ( 3)(V ( l ( 2)(V ( l ( 4)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 3, l - 3|Q-
3|V, l〉 ) [(V - l + 3 ( 3)(V - l ( 2)(V - l ( 4)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 1, l + 3|Q+
3|V, l〉 ) 3[(V - l)(V ( l ( 2)(V + l + 3 ( 1)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 1, l - 3|Q-
3|V, l〉 ) 3[(V + l )(V - l ( 2)(V - l + 3 ( 1)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 3, l + 1|Q+
2Q-|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l ( 2)(V - l + 1 ( 1)(V + l + 2 ( 2)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 3, l - 1|Q+Q-
2|V, l〉 ) [(V - l ( 2)(V + l + 1 ( 1)(V - l + 2 ( 2)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 1, l + 1|Q+
2Q-|V, l〉 ) (3V - l + 3 ( 1) [(V ( l + 1 ( 1)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 1, l - 1|Q+Q-
2|V, l〉 ) (3V ( l + 3 ( 1) [(V - l + 1 ( 1)(2γ)-3]1/2

〈V ( 4, l + 4|Q+
4|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l ( 6)(V ( l ( 6 + 2)(V ( l ( 2)(V ( l ( 2 + 2)]1/2/(2γ)2

〈V ( 4, l - 4|Q-
4|V, l〉 ) [(V - l ( 6)(V - l ( 6 + 2)(V - l ( 2)(V - l ( 2 + 2)]1/2/(2γ)2

〈V ( 2, l + 4|Q+
4|V, l〉 ) [(V ( l ( 4)(V ( l ( 4 + 2)(V + l + 2)(V - l )]1/2/2γ2

〈V ( 2, l - 4|Q-
4|V, l〉 ) [(V - l ( 4)(V - l ( 4 + 2)(V - l + 2)(V + l )]1/2/2γ2

〈V, l ( 4|Q(
4|V, l〉 ) 3[(V ( l + 4)(V ( l + 2)(V - l)(V - l - 2)]1/2/2γ2

〈V ( 4, l|(Q+Q-)2|V, l〉 ) [(V + l + 2 ( 2)(V - l + 2 ( 2)(V + l ( 2)(V - l ( 2)]1/2/(2γ)2

〈V ( 2, l|(Q+Q-)2|V, l〉 ) (V + 1 ( 1) [(V + l + 1 ( 1)(V - l + 1 ( 1)]1/2/γ2

〈V, l|(Q+Q-)2|V, l〉 ) (3V2 + 6V + 4 - l2)/2γ2

a The value ofγ is set toγ ) 1 if a normal coordinateQ is dimensionless, andγ ) ω [me
-1ao

-2] if Q is a mass-weighted coordinate expressed
in Hartree units, whereω is the corresponding harmonic oscillator frequency.
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using the complexQ( ) Qa ( iQb components of 2-fold
degenerate normal modesQ(E):

where the vibrational potential functionV0 contains not only a
harmonic part including theωi quantities equal to diabatic
harmonic frequencies calculated for the three nondegenerate and
three 2-fold degenerate vibrational modes but also anharmonic
contributions from cubic (fiii ) and quartic (fiiii ) terms including
the intermode coupling (f556, f566, f5566) between the two
deformationsQ5(E) and Q6(E) that generate the most pro-
nounced net JT effects in X˜ 2E CF3O and CF3S.21 The vibronic
partsV+ - and V- + are expressed through linear (k4, k5, k6),
quadratic (g44, g55, g66, g56), cubic (g444, g555, g666, g556, g566),
and quartic JT (g4444, g5555, g6666, g5566) constants as follows:

The spin-vibronic EXE eigenproblem of eq 2 was solved using
the orthonormalized harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions ex-
pressed via Hermite polynomials29 including all the CF3X (X
) O, S) normal coordinatesQ. Table 1 shows nonzero matrix
elements of operatorsQi(

n (n ) 0 - 4) andQi+
mQi-

n (m, n )
1 or 2) used for a solution of eq 2 in terms of wavefunctions
|Vi, li〉 of the two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator,
where the integersVi and li refer to the principal vibrational
and vibrational angular momentum quantum numbers, respec-
tively (li ) Vi, Vi - 2, Vi - 4, ...).29 Our tests show that the
variational limit at least for those spin-vibronic levels that
correspond to the fundamental vibrational transitions in X˜ 2E
CF3O and CF3S can be achieved with values ofVi not larger
than 5. Each spin-vibronic basis function is a product of the
spin-orbit electronic wave functionΦi characterized by a
quantum number of the total electronic momentumJB ) LB + SB
(mJ ) (1/2, (3/2) and the vibrational part described in terms
of the total vibrational angular momentuml. The symmetry of
spin-vibronic states is defined as E3/2 if the value of 2|mJ + l|
is a multiple of 3 or as E1/2 if it is not. On the other hand,
vibronic levels (if no SOC included) can be classified according
to the symmetry of EXE ) A1 + A2 + E and the Jahn-Teller
quantum numberjJT ) l + 1/2Λ. The latter may not be a good
number if nonlinear terms are included in the JT Hamiltonian
but can be useful for an approximate interpretation.

The nonadiabatic (pseudo-Jahn-Teller) coupling of the
ground X̃2E and first excited A˜ 2A1 electronic states was found
small in the case of CH3S;23 therefore, we can safely neglect

this effect in the spin-vibronic Hamiltonian of CF3O and CF3S,
the fluorinated analogs of CH3S.

Electronic Structure Calculation. In the present paper,
vibrational and vibronic parameters in eqs 3 and 4 have been
found by numerical differentiation of eqs 3 and 4 using the least-
square fitting of model adiabatic potential energy surfaces to
single point energies calculated ab initio over 136 nuclear
configurations distorted in the vicinity of the conical intersection
corresponding to theC3V symmetry configuration optimized in
our previous study;21 see also ref 23 for more details. The
distorted nuclear configurations were generated using symmetry-
adapted vibrational coordinatesS related to the normal coor-
dinates asS ) LQ . The harmonic analysis of theC3V symmetry
configuration was performed using the program ANOCOR.32

Ab initio adiabatic single point energies of the two electronic
states arising from X˜ 2E were calculated with a local version of
the ACES II program package33 employing the equation-of-
motion method34,35with the coupled cluster singles and doubles
(CCSD) reference wavefunction for the CF3X- anion ground
state (further abbreviated as EOMIP-CCSD or EOMIP). We
used the correlation consistent polarized valence basis sets36 of
Dunning et al. of triple-ú quality including extra functions37 for
C, F, O, and S to account for core-core and core-valence
correlation (cc-pCVTZ).38 The linear combinations of symmetry-
adapted basis functions used only pure spherical harmonics. The
total number of basis functions included in the molecular orbital
(MO) variation spaces was 215 (CF3O) and 231 (CF3S). No
core MOs were dropped in coupled cluster calculations of CF3X.

The value ofaúe ) 133 (CF3O) and 387 (CF3S) cm-1 used
in eq 2 was calculated in our previous study21 as a magnitude
of the spin-orbit splitting of X̃ 2E at the point of conical
intersection corresponding to theC3V symmetry configuration
optimized at the EOMIP/cc-pCVTZ level of theory. The
calculation ofaúe was carried out by the GAMESS program39

as a perturbative solution of the full (one-electron 1ej and two-
electron 2ej) Breit-Pauli spin-orbit operator40 using multicon-

V0 ) ∑
i)1

3 1

2!
ωiQi

2 + ∑
i)4

6 1

2!
ωiQi +Qj- + ∑

i)1

3 1

3!
fiiiQi

3 +

∑
i)4

6 1

3!2
fiii (Qi+

3 + Qi-
3) +

1

2!2
f556(Q5+

2Q6+ + Q5-
2Q6-) +

1

2!2
f566(Q5+Q6+

2 + Q5-Q6-
2) + ∑

i)1

3 1

4!
fiiii Qi

4 +

∑
i)4

6 1

4!
fiiii Qi +

2Qi-
2 +

1

2!2!
f5566Q5+Q5-Q6+Q6- (3)

V(- ) ∑
i)4

6

kiQi- + ∑
i)4

6 1

2!
giiQi(

2 + g56Q5(Q6( +

∑
i)4

6 1

3!
giiiQi(Qi-

2 +
1

2!
g556Q5(Q5-Q6- +

1

2!
g566Q5-Q6(Q6- + ∑

i)4

6 1

4!
giiii Qi-

4 +
1

2!2!
g5566Q5-

2Q6-
2 (4)

TABLE 2: Molecular Properties (cm-1) of X̃ 2E CF3O and
CF3Sa

vibrational parameters vibronic parameters

CF3O CF3S CF3O CF3S

ω1(A1) 1332 (C-O) 796 (C-S) EJT 224 81
ω2(A1) 939 (C-F) 1189 (C-F) ∆JT 40 15
ω3(A1) 646 (CF3) 471 (CF3) aúe 133 387
ω4(E) 1320 (C-F) 1253 (C-F) aúed 42 165
ω5(E) 621 (FCF) 561 (FCF)
ω6(E) 433 (FCO) 322 (FCS) k4 -31 -17
f111 207 110 k5 -153 -20
f222 -136 -47 k6 -393 -215
f333 22 -59 g44 35 18
f444 236 234 g55 56 13
f555 56 -68 g66 30 42
f666 -49 -37 g444 -7 -3
f1111 67 16 g555 -5 1.6
f2222 16 14 g666 -8 -6
f3333 19 -14 g4444 1.4 1.2
f4444 107 105 g5555 0.8 -0.4
f5555 21 29 g6666 0.05 3
f6666 8 10 g56 47 -28
f566 -7 -13 g556 -3 -0.7
f556 -18 10 g566 -5 1.2
f5566 8 -0.3 g5566 1.1 0.3

a Jahn-Teller stabilization energies (EJT) and barriers to pseudoro-
tation (∆JT), values of spin-orbit splitting (aúe), and harmonic
frequencies (ω) are taken from our previous study21 of CF3O and CF3S.
A value ofaúed indicates the magnitude of spin-orbit splitting in the
zero vibronic state 00(E). See eqs 3 and 4 for definition of other
quantities.
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figuration quasi-degenerate second-order perturbation theory41

based on a state-averaged complete active space CASSCF
wavefunction with the cc-pCVTZ basis set. We also included
1ej and 2ej scalar relativistic corrections to the SOC integrals by
means of elimination of the small components of relativistic
wavefunctions (the RESC scheme).42 The CAS consisted of five
electrons in four orbitals (2A1 + E) where the E orbitals could
be interpreted as the O 2pπ or S 3pπ lone pairs and the A1
orbitals as the C-O or C-S σ and σ* MOs. The theoretical
values ofaúe ) 133 (CF3O) and 387 (CF3S) cm-1 are very
close to the corresponding experimental values, 140 (CF3O) and
360 (CF3S) cm-1, derived from the fluorescence spectra of these
radicals.20

Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows values of vibronic and force constants
calculated for the ground electronic state X˜ 2E of CF3O and
CF3S. Force constants (f) in X̃ 2E CF3O and CF3S are relatively
small, indicating smaller anharmonic effects than those in X˜ 2E
CH3O and CH3S.22,23 For instance, the absolute values of the
cubic force constants corresponding to the C-H stretching in
CH3O and CH3S vary from 808 to 1131 cm-1 (refs 22 and 23),
whereas the values off(C-F) vary in the range 47-236 cm-1.
Force constants (f555, f666, f566, f556) corresponding to the Jahn-
Teller active modesQ5(E) andQ6(E) are even smaller, but they
are comparable in value with the corresponding vibronic
constants (g55, g66, g56) and they, along with quadratic JT
coupling, may be responsible for an additional warping18 of the
JT potential energy surfaces. Our calculation shows that the
inclusion off555, f666, f566, andf556 in the model Hamiltonian as
indicated in eq 3 provides a noticeable shift of the spin-vibronic
energy levels related toQ5(E) andQ6(E) (by ∼50 cm-1).

Analysis of the values of vibronic constants shows that the
most prominent net Jahn-Teller effect is observed along the
FCX deformationQ6(E). A vibronic coupling (g56) betweenQ5-
(E) andQ6(E) is quite significant (28-47 cm-1) in comparison
with g55 and g66 and cannot be neglected. The role of higher
order Jahn-Teller terms (cubic and quartic) in the model
Hamiltonian was clarified by comparison of vibronic energy
levels calculated with inclusion of only linear and quadratic JT
terms, then with inclusion of linear, quadratic, and cubic terms,
and finally, with all of the terms in eq 4 including the quartic

JT coupling. This analysis indicates that the spin-vibronic
dynamics in X̃2E CF3S can be well described using only linear
and quadratic JT terms in eq 4, whereas the inclusion of higher
order terms for X˜ 2E CF3O is more vital for a better accuracy
as the Jahn-Teller effect in X̃2E CF3O is stronger than in X˜
2E CF3S (cf. the JT stabilization energies and linear JT constants
in Table 2).

Figure 2 illustrates the importance of spin-vibronic and
multimode couplings43 for an adequate description of a strongly
nonadiabatic system using X˜ 2E CF3S as an example. Inclusion
of JT coupling terms and SOC in the treatment complicates the
spectroscopy of CF3S, resulting in splitting and shifting the
vibrational levels (cf. Figure 2a and Figure 2b,c) calculated even
in the single mode approximation. Inclusion of all six vibrational
modes in the treatment provides the full set of spin-vibronic
levels that is as rule not just a superposition of different normal
vibrations but also includes multimode coupling: cf. Figure 2c
and Figure 2d. The significance of the latter was clarified by
comparison of eigenenergies calculated within the single mode
approach with the corresponding values calculated with inclusion
of all vibrational modes. In the present study, we consider only
the most significant vibronic coupling that is between the normal
modesQ5(E) andQ6(E), the other multimode interactions are
neglected for simplicity (they are actually small). Our previous
studies22,23on CH3O and CH3S address the issue of multimode
coupling (that is more significant for these species) in more
detail.

Table 3 shows results of calculations of the low spin-vibronic
energy levels in X˜ 2E CF3O and CF3S approximately assigned
in terms of single normal oscillators corresponding to the most
active JT modes: FCF-deformationQ5(E) and FCX-deformation
Q6(E). The spin-vibronic states of CF3O with a moderate JT
effect accompanied by a weak SOC can be interpreted as
vibronic levels split or shifted by SOC. In the case of a strong
SOC (X̃2E CF3S), spin-vibronic levels can be correlated to one
of the two spin-orbit states E3/2 and E1/2 arising from the
electronic E-term split by SOC. The higher energy spin-vibronic
states are more strongly mixed than the lower ones, and their
assignments in terms of harmonic oscillators may be more
difficult or meaningless. Note also that each of the spin-vibronic

Figure 2. Eigenstates of eq 2 for X˜ 2E CF3S calculated (a) in the single
mode (Q6) approximation without inclusion of any spin-vibronic effects
and (b) with inclusion of the JT effect, (c) with inclusion of the JT
effect and SOC. (d) Spin-vibronic eigenstates calculated with inclusion
of all vibrational modes. (e) Experimental wavenumbers observed in
the laser-induced dispersed fluorescence spectrum of CF3S.20 All
energies are related to the corresponding ground state (a), (b) or to the
middle of the spin-orbit splitting in the ground vibronic state (c)-(e).

TABLE 3: Low Spin-Vibronic Energy Levels (cm-1) of
CF3O and CF3S Correlated to Asymmetric Normal
Vibrations Q5 and Q6

a

X̃ 2E CF3O X̃ 2E CF3S

assignment theory expb assignment theory expb

00(E), j ) 1/2 0 (E3/2) 0 00
-(E), j ) 1/2 0 (E3/2) 0

00(E*), j ) 1/2 42 (E1/2) 41 00
+(E*), j ) 1/2 165 (E1/2) 159

61(A1), j ) 3/2 272 (E1/2) 249 61
-(A1), j ) 3/2 260 (E1/2) 248

61(A2), j ) 3/2 317 (E1/2) 306 61
+(A2), j ) 3/2 399 (E1/2) 387

61(E), j ) 1/2 536 (E3/2) 505 62
-(E), j ) 1/2 474 (E3/2) 463

61(E*), j ) 1/2 550 (E1/2) 526 62
-(E), j ) 5/2 523 (E1/2)

62(E), j ) 5/2 592 (E1/2) 51
-(E), j ) 1/2 557 (E1/2) 538

51(A1), j ) 3/2 601 (E1/2) 570 51
-(A1), j ) 3/2 564 (E1/2)

62(E*), j ) 5/2 602 (E3/2) 62
+(E*), j ) 1/2 589 (E1/2) 569

51(E), j ) 1/2 657 (E1/2) 631 62
+(E*), j ) 5/2 644 (E3/2)

51(A2), j ) 3/2 675 (E1/2) 581 51
+(A2), j ) 3/2 727 (E1/2)

51(E*), j ) 1/2 684 (E3/2) 656 51
+(E*), j ) 1/2 735 (E3/2) 715

a Spin-vibronic eigenstates were approximately correlated to the
vibronic states of A1, A2, or E symmetry with the JT quantum number
j ) |l ( 1/2| where l is the vibrational angular momentum quantum
number corresponding to aV-quantum excitation of normal vibrations
Q5(E) andQ6(E) (5V or 6V, respectively). The asterisk denotes another
component of the E-symmetry level split by SOC. Spin-vibronic
eigenstates of CF3S were also correlated to the upper (+) and lower
(-) spin-orbit components of the X˜ 2E adiabatic electronic state.
b Experiment: laser-induced dispersed fluorescence.4,20
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levels in Table 3 classified according to irreducible presentations
(E1/2, E3/2) of the doubleC3V symmetry group is still 2-fold
degenerate with respect to the electronic spin vector; this is the
Kramers degeneracy of systems with an odd number of fermions
that can be lifted by an external field breaking down the time-
reversal symmetry of the total Hamiltonian (for instance, in an
external magnetic field).

Table 4 presents fundamental wavenumbers assigned to
normal vibrationsQ1(A1), Q2(A1), Q3(A1), andQ4(E). Each of
the 11, 21, 31, and 41 vibrational levels undergoes the spin-
orbit splitting of about 42 (CF3O) and 165 (CF3S) cm-1. The
41 vibrational state corresponding to an asymmetric normal mode
is split due to the Jahn-Teller effect; the vibronic splitting of
41 is larger in X̃2E CF3O than in X̃2E CF3S, whereas the spin-
orbit splitting in X̃ 2E CF3S is much more noticeable.

In conclusion, we make a comparison of calculated wave-
numbers with available experimental data. Table 3 shows the
intervals obtained from the laser-induced dispersed fluorescence
spectra4,20 of the CF3O and CF3S radicals and assigned to the
FCF- and FCX deformations that generate the most pronounced
net JT effects in X˜ 2E CF3O and CF3S. The theoretical value of
spin-orbit splitting in the ground vibronic state of CF3O (aúed
) 42 cm-1) and CF3S (aúed ) 165 cm-1) is very close to the
observed ones. The Ham reduction factord (d e 1) in aúed
(Tables 2 and 3) indicates how much the spin-orbit coupling
(aúe) is reduced by the Jahn-Teller effect.4,20 Although the
discrepancy becomes larger for higher energy spin-vibronic
levels, the agreement between theory and experiment remains
good enough to demonstrate the robustness of the model
described in this paper despite the approximations used. Theory
can also supply the missing experimental wavenumbers that
could not be resolved in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum:
for instance, the eigenstates assigned tojJT ) (5/2 (Table 3)
are unlikely to be observed due to the low (zero) intensity
expected for the corresponding transitions.4,20 Besides, no
experimental intervals were identified for the asymmetric C-F
stretching in X̃2E CF3S.20,44-47 In regard to other wavenumbers
given in Table 4, discrepancies between theory and experiment
are larger than those in Table 3, in particular, with respect to
the C-F stretching in X̃2E CF3O. However, the deviation
between theory and experiment is quite understandable, taking
into account the fact that some of the intervals in Table 4 were
observed for matrix-isolated radicals,45-47 spectra of which can
be significantly different from those of the gas-phase species

we calculate. On the other hand, the experimental data20,44-47

are in disagreement between themselves for some of these
wavenumbers (see Table 4).

Conclusions

This paper reports results of an ab initio study of the
nonadiabatic (spin-vibronic) dynamics in the ground electronic
state X̃2E of CF3O and CF3S, the fluorinated analogs of the
methoxy radical CH3O. These radicals are subject to the Jahn-
Teller effect breaking down the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic
approximation by splitting the degenerate electronic state along
the asymmetric vibrational modes, and making a solution of
the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation within a single adiabatic
energy surface meaningless.

We have performed a variational solution of the nuclear
dynamics problem for two strongly coupled electronic states
correlating to the 2-fold degenerate electronic state X˜ 2E of CF3O
and CF3S. The interplay of Jahn-Teller and spin-orbit
couplings in these species gives rise to spin-vibronic interactions.
Neither of these effects has been neglected; they both have been
treated on an equal footing by means of simultaneous inclusion
of the corresponding parameters in the model Hamiltonian. The
multimode EXE eigenproblem has been solved including higher
order Jahn-Teller and anharmonic terms which are found to
be important in description of the Jahn-Teller potential energy
surfaces in the vicinity of the conical intersection as well as in
the area of the global minimum corresponding to the Jahn-
Teller distorted nuclear configuration; thereby, these terms are
critically important for the high precision evaluation of spin-
vibronic energy levels of CF3O and CF3S. The agreement
between theoretically predicted and experimentally observed
wavenumbers has been found to vary from fair to impressive
without any adjustment of the model parameters to the corre-
sponding experimental data.
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